Security Plate Shredder LS

Fast and secure destruction of expired license plates.

Expired or incorrect license plates can be destroyed on the spot, making any misuse impossible.

The Plate Shredder LS cuts license plates into small pieces and is suitable for all types of license plates with a maximum thickness of 1 mm and a maximum width of 160 mm. The remaining metal scrap is very compact, without sharp edges, and easy to handle.

This shredder is very silent and therefore ideal for the use in registration offices and at counters. Made in Germany, it offers a superior quality and long lifetime.
Security Plate Shredder LS

Technical Data*:
Connection load**: 230 V, 50 Hz, 1 phase
Power consumption: 1.6 kW
Dimensions: length: 1,020 mm, width: 540 mm, height: 590 mm
Weight: 102 kg
Cross cut particle size: 4 x 40 mm
Speed: up to 5 seconds per plate
Features: thermal motor protection
open door safety switch
full mobility through roller
cutter spindle made of hardened steel
automatic oil injection

*Subject to alterations serving technical improvements. **Further voltage range on request.

The result: license plate shreds.

Collection container for license plate shreds with 140 ltrs. volume.

You want to know more about the Security Plate Shredder LS? Contact us:
Erich Utsch AG . Marienhütte 49 . 57080 Siegen . Germany
Phone +49 (0) 271 3191-0 . Fax +49 (0) 271 3191-103 . info@utsch.com . www.utsch.com